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1995-96 Thition To Increase By 4.9 Percent
By Sergio Barreto

Editor-in-Chief
Columbia's tuition rates for

1995-96 will increase by 4.9 per-

cent. raising the cost of full-time
undergraduate enrollment to
$3,835.
A letter from Columbia President John B. Duff was mailed 10
all students last week. It reads,
in pan, "Columbia is currently
spending millions of dollars in
improving the quality and facili-

Community
Service Day
A Success
By C hris McGathey
Correspondent
Columbia's annual Community
Service Day, held in the Hokin Annex April 13, offered students the
chance to chat with 20 different
non-profit organiza tions that are
prominent in the Chicagoland area.
Groups like Community Media
Workshop (CMW) offered mailing
lists and registration forms for their
latest workshops. CMW, a mediabased organization, focuses on solvi ng or easing urba n problems.
Other g roups in attendance included StreetWise, Chicago Cares,
Chicago House and Bottomless
Closet.
CBS urban affairs director Monroe AndersOn led an hour-long
panel discussion group.
Anderson asked panelists to explain what drew them 10 volunteer
work.
"I feel as though we as a whole
have given up on inner city kids,"
said
teache r
Tempe ra nce
Townsend , of the Phill ip A.
Ra ndolph Saturday School. The
school meets on Saturday mornings from 9 a.m. u·ntil noon, and
students can talk about anything
from school work 10 common sense.

ties of student service."
Colwnbia is building a whole
new library and beginning the
implementation of a campus-wide
computer network, according to
Executive YICe President Ben Gall.
"We're also filling unfilled faculty
positions and investing in instruction in general," Gall said.
The college's tuition increases
are a result of projections. said
Vice Pres ide nt o f Finance
Michael DeSalle. "We do projections for enrollment, set the price

increase into the model, and see
where we are going to end up,"
DeSalle said.
An article in tl!e April 21 issue of The Chronicle of Higher
Education states that the national
average rate of college tuition increases announced for the 199596 school year is between four
and five percent. DeSalle added
that som e college s have announced increases of as much as
six percent.
Preside nt Duff's letter states

that Columbia' s tution remains
the lowest among Illinois independent colleges and universities,
but this may bring no relief to
students who already are worried
about rece ntly announced cuts in
financial aid.
"It's definitely going to affect
my budge t, said Annmarie
Paulson, a junior maj oring in fi ction writing. "The letter [from
President Duff] said the school is
spending millions of dollars, but
I don' t see it. And we also pay

library fees and activity fees and
suc h."
Isaac Jackson, a freshman maj oring in sound, said he will not
be attending Columbia next semester. ''I' m $ 14,000 in the hole
and I have a son, and financial
aid is already being c ut. It's too
much of a heavy load. I'm just
going to tranfer to a state college," he said.
Director of Fina ncial Aid John
O lino could not be reached for
comme nt on Friday.

Coalition To Act On Affirmative Action
By Soren Smith
Co"espondent
Supponers and proponents of
affumative action are preparing
for war.
That was the message delivered by the Coalition for Equal
Opponunity during the group's
debut at a press conference in
Columbia College's Ferguson
Hall on Monday.
The Coalition, an alliance of
36 civil rights, religious, labor
a nd business organizations ,
made clear its interii to hold on10
hard-won gains in the face of intense opposition, and received
messages of suppon from both
Sen. Paul Simon and Sen. Carol
Mosely-Braun, who sent a vid-

Chris Sweda/Chronic/e

~c=~:~ its work c ut

The Coalition for E q ual Opportunity, consisting ofvarious civil rights, r eligious, labor and
out Popular suppon for affmna- business organizations, spoke.in support for affir mative action on Aprill7 in Columbia's
tive action is ebbing, with many- Ferguson Theater.
seeing it as nothing more than a
form of reverse discrimination.
grams.
forts 10 compromise our progress. Coalition] believes that affrrmaAttacks on programs are beEven as the conference was be- Not only will we not go back, we tive action policies and programs
ing faced from all three govern- ing held, the U.S. Supreme Coun will go forward," said Dr. Gay E. remain critically imponant to
me ntal bra nc hes. President was rejecting two separate appeals Bruhn , a member of D uPage combat persistent discriminaClin10n, for instance, has called of lower coun rulings against sepa- County NOW and the Board of Di- tion."
for a review of the 100-plus fed- rate affumative action policies.
Other speakers were more
rectors National Organization for
eral programs relating to affmnaDespite this, there was an un- Women, in a printed release distrib- adamant about the need to optive action, and republicans in derc urrent of optimism among uted at the conference.
pose legislative effons 10 repeal
Congress and some state legisla- many of the speakers.
Coalition spokesperson Anne or ban affirmative action protures are seeking 10 repeal virtu"We will continue our work, we Ladky, of Women Employed, said
ally al l affumative-action pro- will refuse 10 be blind-sided by ef- in a pre-conference release, [the
See Coalition, P:.,ge 4

Youth Saving Sex Until Commitment
By Aliage Taqi

Staff Writer
Yola nda Brown, a Columbia
broadcast major, is a virgin and
proud of it. Sex, she says, is something she docsn't want 10 rush.
" I want to be with a person who
cares about me, someone I can trust
and who will not manipulate me for
just sex," she said.
Yolanda is one of an increasing
numherof young adults nationwide
who are choosing 10 abstain from
sexual behavior until marriage or
until they establish a monogomous
relationship.
Abstinence seems to be the " in"
thing. Promiscuity is "out," according 10 a 1994 Newsweek poll, the
la test informa tion available .
Eighty-seven percen t of young
people responding to the poll decided 10 abstain because they are
either waiting for Mr. Right or they
are fearful of sexually transmitted
diseases or sticking 10 religious de-

cisions.
Here arc other Newsweek findings:
Eighty-fi ve perce nt of young
people under the age of 21 arc abstaining due to fear of sexually
trdllsmittcd diseases. The fear of
pregnancy and AIDS arc also major concerns amorlg 84 percent of
young people.
Seventy-four percent say they
arc not ready for sex at all.
Forty percent of youths are abstaining for religious reasons.
For many youn g people, the
choice is a matter o f life or death.
Courtney Flanagan, a Colum bia
music major, agrees. ''I'm not a
virgin , but I fee l abstinence is
good because of AIDS and pregnancy."
The Center for Disease Control
reponed that one in four persons are
already infected with a sexually
transmitted disease such as syphilis,
gonorrhea or chlamydia, which is the
most common disease 10 contract

Griscllc Torres, director of the
Pilsen-Littlc Village Community
Health Ce nter, 207 South Blue Isla n d, counsel s many yo ung
people infec ted wi th the AIDS
virus , HI V, as well as their family members. "When people abstain, it is the safest way of not
placing yourself in transmission
of diseases," Torres said. " It's not
about mora lity anymore. And, If
you are goi ng to engage in sexual
be havior, take the healthy steps
to protect yourself."
Meanwhile, Columbia College
doesn't have an official policy on
abstinence, ·but the student life and
developme nt office d istributes
pa mphle ts on abstinence during
AIDS Aware ness Week, Drug
Aware ness Week , a nd on
Valentine's Day, dubbed Protect
The One You're With Week.
"The school does emphasize the
imponancc of abstinence through

See Virgin, Pnge 2

·DePaul Protest Comes To An End

wetb JliiSSCd willxU lbe IDoinisllatioo lakqaclioo. Williams.aloog wilb
a giWJ> d 50 Olhtz sUdeds beg3l a
sit-in Apil 5 in lbe newsro<»n of the
Dd'fJM}ja,
Thenex.tdayCoocancd BlackS~~t
dr:dsisstxdaSialmleltthallbey would
remain in lbc newsroom atOUIId the
clock tDil c:ditts 3ld mivelllity officiahmadechqesin lbe weeidynews-

By Cllarles Edwards

Staff Writer
."After the rr:porting officers bepto diverse the crowd. iJIIOIJiu
ftgltl began to disperse lite crowd.
01t0ther ftgltl ensued and officers
observed several MIBs [male
blac/csf throwing chairs and trash
into the crowd. Reporting officers
apprr:hended one person, placed
him custody. advised him of his
rigltls and transported him to lite
l&hDistricrPolice HeadqJJJJTtLrs,
according to the rr:port."

pap:l'.~thalthepap:l'excluded

lbe views of Africao-Amcrican studens.

Hega.edisexarDJi::"lfyoume

university's administrans agm:d
10 meet the majority of their deINIIds 10 officially end tbe protest
Dion Wllllams was among the 50 students who participated in
April15.

a sit-in at tbe DeP11ulill on April 5 in respon~ to their views

hawY it's becD
said James Doyle. Drl'all concerning tbe exclusion of opinions by Afriean-American

~.we're

~d

Children at Immigrant Jllll'ftts
study bard and get good grades In
school. but that academic enthusiilln
diminishes with each subseqUCIIl
generation, according to a new IIUdy
from University of Chicago researchels. The study contradicts earlierfindings thatsuggesteducalicllll
effort and accomplishment lll'eDglbens with each generation.

• • •

.
California State Unlvenity'a
"Welllvegiven lbe~ a chance
art exhibit, entitled "The CotJn.
10 lllklress oor issues," Williams said
house Spectacle: Art. Politics and ·
in a IqXn "By ~ alkkessing our is- .
at the Simpson 1nal,•
sues. it foo:al us to fP dmlgh mea- Commerce
is attracting visitors and media atSIRS like Ibis."
tention worldwide. lbc collection
Williams said lbeaticle was bia<led
3ld IDIOCCSBY· "The Dd'aWia 11a'1 includes paintings, photos, T-shina
and poems created by local artiJu
never becD fair in gM!g coverage 10 and by various human rights orpblack isslxs.. be said.
nizations.

These words published in the
DePaulia, DePaul University's offiCial student newspaper prom!*XI
a group or DePaul studcoiS 10 saage
a sit-in at the campus newspaper
fur sevaal days. The group, called
Concerned Black Students,
claimed victory when the

~"

News in
brief...

SIIXIeulffan '"Ibe students in tbe school newspaper.

dispule bas raised issues ~
ciw:lsity oo ~ wiD we have
bcgmalreadyiO idenlify 3111 lll0¥efa-

bdtR thepoeestended, Minogue said

-uoo."

he dm't W3lt 10 lmdle ~by

In a~ giYen 10 all SlldmiS
~ lllCIIIbasdlbeDd'alllia's slall.

Among the dcmmds Dcl"all adm&suaos agrr:ed 10 in an --.10
aaemubiodnlll( awareness v.ac: Th
lire an ~Arneric31 cxmsullara
10 'MB wilh lbe DePCllllia; 10 de¥Oie
an lliDI3I issue 10 the axums d miJDity SlldeniS; 3111 10 esublisb a su.dr:d mcarship pogrnm wilb lbe ...

blacks. 1\W ~ani 1:100 ~

~ drDnOOI:y facl*y.

Americans.

Though DePaul President Rev.
.Jolm Minogue coocecb110 noe 1Im
halfd lbe JXarsiOIS' demnls. he did
10 giYe in 10 ~the ~·s ediniiKbid3111 the szalf wriler wOO wroiC
lbe allegOO bm:d article..

The pa.est came after a Feb. 10
pany enlided "'Boolic-Call." whidJ resubed in a figk leading 10 lbe 3I'J'eS d
1\W Sllldenl3.
Aa:oding 10 Dioo WiiiBns. presidr:d d House Call. a Jmboinarlly

He said he W3ltS to make jXI)gleSS
llwougll eWc:llia1.
DePaullla'l asaudr:d~d
16,747. Of !hal, alx:.u 9.7 pm:cnllR
Africao-American. The DePillllia's
Slalf of 35 members includes IWO

black SIUdr:d <»gaAt;Mioo dial spoosmd the cYell, lbe DePalllia put>.
lishcd 311Rdc wbidt refernd 10 su.dr:ds atlbepany as "maaeblac:ts."This
refezcnce ~ Williams and a
~ d SIUdr:ds 10 anmdt DePaul
tdninisiGios 10 rqDnand lbe pap:~'
fa JliC$ <XMillgC d da evmt.
'"Iberefcnn:e10 'maleblacks' was
OOilCICeSS3I)' ani il:q:\)1\¥0.:." said
Cclwma Chronick Editt-io-Oiiei
Sergio Barreto. Ml wouldn't have
~it. The DePmiia edin made

an crrorof~3111 he owes his

• • •

an African-American student al
New College in Sarasola, Fla. il
Del"aD ani have a grievance wilb the · now trying to =ova- its image after
DeJ>(III/ia or what's gang oo at the a Wall Strr:et Journal report UDCOV·
school 3ld WI*: them an article or ercd that the school "deliberalely inedioial 3111 sbnilled it 10 lhem,lbey flated its Scholastic Aptitude 'Ita
migtlpni!,
scores by lopping off the boaom''Bla, ~behind it, dxre would scoring six percent of studenls.• Tbe
be two or liRe articles that go con- average for freshmen SAT scores
llay 10 ~ you wroec. And by was lifted by 40 percenL
doing !hal, !bey mininlize what you
fed."
The National Collqlate 'l'r.The IICWSJliiiX'J''Scdilor, Zach Mar- is tapping into the bond market to
tin, COIId ld be reached faCCJrlllllett, loan students money at an lWIDal
tu ooe Dd'alllia Sllllf member who interest rate or about eight pm:aiL
aslaldootiObeidcdified said lbe news- Owned and run by a group of c:olpap:~' SlaDih behind the article..
leges. the Ncr provides students
"We're ltyW!g 10 W<»t.lbis ota as with Guaranteed Access to EducaSlllOOibly a! possible." said lbc !IUCe. tion (GAlE} loans that are funded
"Zaddlla'l warted tirelcSlliy on this through more than SSO millioo in
piiPel' and inslead of black Sllldents government bonds.

•••

• • •

a:mpaiuqllxn..-d'M'~Ibey

shruld Sllp by noe cful 3111 lenl a

Northwestern Ulliverslty'a deschool C0011Iluoity 31 apology. Bta heJPng baml.
bate team ddealedHarvard Univer·
"Maybe tbey' ll see wbal we go · sity to ·win ita JCCOIIIhtrsigbt naasking fa his resignalioo scaM like
through 10 put out a paper," said tional championship. NU IDppcd 71
31 ovmex:tion 10 me."
According to Williams, several the source.
schools and is only the third school
to win back to back champiOIISbips
press your feelings in other she said. " It is dangerous to is natural when you are in a re- in the national tournament's 49From .,.1
ways."
have many panners." Latanja lationship," said Columbia year history.
•
infoonalioo and spcaUn who visit
Two male virgins are Theus adds that many young women freshman Eugene Dunn II.
According to a recet~t sarvey
Colombia.. said Madeline RolDan- White, a Columbia music man- today believe abstinence until
"You can't ignore the physiVargas. assistant deao of stu- agement major and Jason commitment sends a powerful cal satisfaction. We have been by the Harvard School of Public
Health, most college freshmen get
dents. A check of more than a Grady, a radio major. Both say message to men.
trained to believe sex is wrong.
dozen Columbia students -- it is better to wait to build a
drunk their flfSt week on campus
"Women want a !dan to com- If sex is wrong, I am wrong."
and begin a steady drinlcing rousome virgins, others not -- re- commined relationship and talk mit to them, • she said. "If you
Kenny Love, a mailroom
tine thereafter. lbc study, wbidl
vealed a shift in attitude from out your feelings and beliefs want a man to love you , he has worker, said, "Yes, I think sex
surveyed 17,592 students from 140
" anything goes" to one of about sex.
to fall in love with your mind is needed, if it is considered a
colleges acrosa the nation, revealod
sex ual restraint, an indication
relationship. Sex should be a
"The relation s hip comes first."
that 68 pon:cnl of freshmen well&
Another s tudent practicing part ofthe relationship. Just for
that the sexual revolution may first," said Theus. " Sex comes
on a drinldn& billp at aomo poial
be over for good.
last."
abstinence is Shondell Baker, a the intimacy or the relationduring tboir fnt aemoster, wilh S4
photography student. He says ship, and to show closer feelpercent doing so within the
he's waiting until his girlfriend ings.
week or school. All or tho fnllb. ·
is ready for a sexual re lation"I think sex leads to the
men surveyed said that alcohol wu
amount of interest one has for
ship.
very easy to get on campus. and 96
" I'm not a virgin. but I a m the other person," be said. "The
percent said campus drinking rulel
abstaining from sex because she interest in sex can lead to marbad no effecL
is the only person I want to be riage."
with."
Sorting out the pros and cons
The University or WaslliJIIa
Non-virgins may be the new- of abstinence can be nervebcx:ame the latest school to UDest converts. While they still racking, young people admit.
der the budget knifo last we$. Alengage in sexual activity, they Consider fiction major Margater months of debate, UW acbiDdo appear to be more sensitive re t Frye, who is atte mpting to
istrators aMounccd they will elimiand, in fact, are having sex less reach accord between he r relanate four academic programs by tbo
frequently to take time out to be tionship and her relig ious befallllOtnOSter, as well as rcorpnlao
more choosy and careful.
liefs about sex.
several others. Like many public iDSays Deshun Smith, a tele" It is bard today to conduct
stitutions of higher learning ICIOII
vision broadcast student who is a meaningful relationship. in
the nation. UW officials said thO)'
a non -virgin: "There is nothing this day and age without sex;
were faced with a growing budget
wrong with abstinence. But Margaret said. "My mother and
gap because of inadcquaiC 51110 IIIII
both partners have to be strong · religion have taught me not to
federal funding and had little
An Increasing number of students nationwide are abstaining
to make it work. If the one part- lose my virginity until I am
choice but to cut proat11111.
from sexual behavior until marrlaee, according to aNewJweek ner wants to be sexually ac tive, married to the proper man.
mapz.lne polL
it can create a lot of te nsion in
" I am in a dedicated relationUnlaa TIM Citadel can ..ibthe relationship."
ship, and this man is being very
lbh an alternative military trlilllla
Some Columbia s tudents acJason 's religious beliefs are
With th e bombardme nt of patient with me. If there is love
program for women in the next four
knowledge the re are not so ob- behind his decision to wait un - sex ual messages in almost ev - and compatibility in personalimonths, Shannon Faulknot wW be
vious benefits to waiting, such til marriage. At age 24, he ac- ery facet of music, videos, mov- ties and activities you both
entering tho IChool'a preatlgioua
as getti ng to know each other, knowledges abstinence is a ies and media, the temptatio n share, sex can wait."
Corps of Cadets tbla August, a eMallowing time to build a s trong c hall enging commitment, but to e ngage in sexual ac tivity still
It is too early to tell whether oral appeals court ruled April 13.
friendship a nd close ness. Sex he vows to stick with it.
remains high. Several sexually abstinence is affecting the deFaullcncr bas boon aeeking fllll adsometimes gets in the way, they
" I have to be celibate if I be- active Columbia students dis- crease in pregnancy or sex ually
mission to Tho Citadol
lllOd
say.
lie ve in the Bible," he said.
miss the whole notion or put- transmitted diseases. But if tbc
than two yean. auempdna to be-:
"Sex s houldn ' t be an absoLatanja Carson, a journalism ting their hormones on hold. attitudes of Columbia students
come dlo
femalo cadet ill dlo
lute thing in a relations hip," student echoes similar views. " I Sex, the y say, is one of the main is a ny indication, a now generamlllta'y collep'a 152·)'011' ~.
sa id Joi Tillman, a broadcast feel it is a life and death situa- ingredients in a relationship.
tion Is increasingly saving tho
journalism major. "You can ex - tion physically and spiritually, •
" I don 't think being celibate bost for last.
FIWt Chronicle wiral
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Photography
Course Unique
In Midwest
By Terra Fuller

Correspondent
If your teaCher told you to ~ in
hospital "greens," strap a piece of raw
meat to your SI.Orna:h, and let her prolend to opcr.uc on it while another student photographs the whole thing, you
might think you'd stepped into some
son of biYJUTC thc:ucc class.
Actually, tl1is is justone of the many
hands-{)n experiences in Colwnbia
College's Medical Photography~. Ginny Narsete
taught by Ginny Nar.>ete.
This may seem tikc a sllallge as- the field and increase chances for sucsigruncnt, but it's absolutely serious. It cess.
leaChes the students about hospital proNar.>ete, who has been a medical
cedures, antiseptic, and dressing in phoiOgrapher since 1981 and has been
standard surgery uniform which is (WI teaChing it fa nioo years. says that "90
of the job fa mooy rncdical photogJa- pcrccnt of my class is hands on."
phcrs.
Her stUdents lcam to lUm X-rays
Colwnbia College is the atly !l:hool into JX]nts ready for publication and
in the Midwest that has a course in hand-mla photographs while develMedical Photography, though the Col- oping portfolios. Lectures on ethics and
lege of DuPage in Glen EUyn,lll. may job interviews arc also presented. "It's
be soon to follow. The class has usu- a very fast-paced class," says Narsele.
ally 10-16 students cnroUcd.
Dr. Leon l..cbcau from the UniverNarsciC, who is a Columbia Col- sity of Illinois is a guest lecturer who
lege graduatc, says, 'There is a big de- presents
inform ation
on
mand uxlay fa medical photography, photomacrography, close-up photos,
and it's a SICpping stone to getting into and photomicrogrnphy, which is theena hospital."
largcmcnt of human cells hundreds of
A medical photographer usually times fa photos.
works under a doctor and has a very
ColwnbiaCollegedocsnotown the
diverse roll. One may take executive cquipmcnt nccdcd for the course, so
portraits, make prints of DNA cells, they usc the facilities of Hines VA.
Hospital in Hines, IL.
~the inncr eyca~
murder sites. 1110Ugh sometimes grueStudents in Ginny Narscle's class
some, it is not a "blood and guts" job, have the opportunity to inlem atNathas Narsctc says many people imagine wcst Medical School, Loyola Univerit to be.
sity, Hines VA. Hospital, and PrcsbyA large pcrtion of the job is orga- 1Crian-5L Luke's. Many ofherSIUdents
nizing presentations and lectures, of- have taken the opportunity 10 inlem and
len fa medical or nursing !l:hools a
many have been hired. NarsciC has
proposals for research gimiS. NarsciC nearly 100 percent of her students
has rcccnlly put on prcscntatioos fa placed after graduation.
''The key to getting a job in medithe Arncri:an Dental Association and
the American Dietetic Association cal photography is vcrsa!ility. The mae
among others. She says that 90 per- you have, the bctler," Nar.>ete said. A
ccnt of the work done is pubtishcd in background in ocicnce and medicine
medical journals, biology books, text- is not essential, though it certainly
helps. However, photojoumalism, digibooks and hospital neWSJX!pcrs.
Though medical photography is a tal imaging, and compuler graphics are
very !l:icntilic branch of photography, invaluable. A good explanation of this
creativity is always oomcthing to suive class is ''laking every Colwnbia Colfa. A special way of showing the wak 1<-ge class ru11.l combining it into ooe,"
to the public wiUmake it Sllllld out in Nar!l:IC said.

We Need Vorunteers1
Rainbow House needs our
help to paint:

:'\E\\'S
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Students 'Meet TheWriter' Gerald Nicosia
By Karen Andreas and

April Knox

Correspondents
Author Gerald Nicosia reminded students that being a writer
is a full-time job at a recent "Conversations With the Author" session
held in the Torco Building.
The fiction writing department
and Gary Johnson, artistic director
of the department's reading series
hosted the author, who read from
his latest work and chatted about
his life as a writer.
Nicosia is the celebmled autl10r
of Memory Babe: A Critical Biography of Jack Kerouac and an upcoming book about the Vietnam veterans, ICntatively titled /lome to War.
Nicosia read from his work on
Wednesday, April I 2 in the Hokin
Cenler. But his first, and more infomlative appearance, was Tuesday
in a "Meet the Writer" session.
"People said 'meet the writer'.
it's kind of like meet the astronaut
or something," Nicosia said, at the
start of the meeting. "It makes you
feel like you're diiTerent in some
way. I never really feel that way.
That's what ! do. I'm a wriler and
I wriiC."
Columbia students had the opportunity to ask questions about his
process of writing, steps in researching, writing ICChniques, and
"Memory Babe."
"I found the reading to be very
interesting, especially all the research he put into both books," said
Amy Lckan, a junior fiction writing major.
Nicosia won a Distinguished
Young Writers Award from the
National Society of Arts and Letters for hi s work on " Memory
Babe" and continues to involve
himself in issues surrounding tl1e
Kerouac legend. "Memory Babe"
has received over 150 reviews
worldwide, generally hailing it as
superior work on Jack Kerouac and
the Beat Generation writers.
1l1e biography focuses on both
the life of the writer and the innovative writing style that brought
him both fame and c riticism.
Nicosia explains that Kcrouac was
criticized more for his rontent than

his style, even though both were on
the cutting edge.
"Content affects a lot of what is
taught in academia," says Nicosia.
"Academics have a real hard time
with wrilers who arc into pop-culture, the way Kerouac was. He went
to the Marx brothers and American Bebop Jazz and comic strips,
popular movies from the '30s and
'40s. I think academics huve a real
hard time dealing with that."
Nicosia contrasts this to most
academics who prefer to usc classical references to Greek Mythology. "It's harder when they have
to trace it to Mo and the Three
Stooges or something."
Nicosia believes that subject
matler is all-important, even if it is
controversial.
"That's part of my thoughts
about being a writer. You need a
good subject; you need an important subject."
Kerouac, as a subject, caused a
101 of difficulty in Nicosia's writing because there were many things
people wanled to hide.
"There's always a politics to the
truth," says Nicosia. In trying to
tell the truth he came across people
who tried to skew the story to protect themselves or some idealistic
memory of Kerouac. Nicosia relates the search for the truth to a
commitment to what you write.
The two force an author to constantly search for all sides of a story.
This is why Nicosia still considers himself as working on
Kerouac's story. He says,
"If you really care about a story,
not only will you not be able to let
go of it, it won 'tlet go of you."
This is part of what made
Nicosia's biography the most extensive yet. He sought every minuscule detai l, from birth to death, of
the writer's life.
"I had to go to more of the places
Kerouac had lived, find the people,
the non-famous ones, the ones he
shot pool with," Nicosia said. "I
knew that there were going to be
big parts of the story there that were
not being told elsewhere. Or else
you just get this cliche, King of the
Beatniks, wild King of the Beatniks. But that wasn't most of his

life. Most of his life was spent with
his mother and living in small
towns."
Nicosia emphasizes the real-life
Kerouac in order to explain tl.e inspiration and talent revealed in
Kerouac's work. This unique combination is what first interested
Nicosia in the Beat writer. Because
Nicos ia's writing is motivated by
his deepest concerns, Kerouac's
writing touched a nerve in Nicosia.
"I was totally amazed because in
the first live pages of [The Dharma
Bums] this guy is asking the big
questions about human life," says
Nicosia of his first encounter with
Kerouac 's work.
Nicosia sees a lack of such investigation into "big questions" in
contemporary American fiction.
"There isn' t a lot of 'what's human life about; what am I here
for?'" he says. That's why he found
Kerouac exciting.
"What struck me most was the
tremendous concern and care
Kerouac had for the people that he
was writing about, a sense of compassion for the working class and
the down and out, the underdogs,
the homeless the out of work, the
prostitutes, the junkies, the forgotten, the people who had no voice
in our society. He obviously just
cared about these people a great
deal. He wasn't just describing
their lives because they were the
subject of a story. It seemed that
he really felt their pain and he
wanled them to be happy."
"Memory Babe" shows a similar concern for the real characters
as people and not just material.
This is what makes it the Kerouac
biography recognized and celebraled around the world. One can
also see how Nicosia respects and,
at times, emulates Kcrouac's approach to writing. He says: "To
me being a writer is being a writer.
I think there's artificial calegories
about poet or journalist or whatever.
Being a writer is a 24-hour job.
Kerouac very much believed that,
too. He thought that every waking
and every dreaming hour of his life
was pan of his writing life, pan of
his distillation oftl1e truth, of questing for the spiritual truth."
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ByJeHMores

Slllff Writer
Wilh the high level of competition in the world today, it
is becoming increasingly necessary for college studen ts to toke
on an internship.
On April 12, Columbia held
a session called "Straight Talk
On Inte rns hips" in the Hokin
Annex . Representatives from
various dcpanmenlS were avail ·
able to answer any questions
students had regarding internships. There were two sessions
held , one from 12:00 p .m.-1 :30
p.m. and the olhcr from S:OO
p.m.-6: 30 p.m.
Career
advisor
Paulo
Eubanks said that the program
was given the the me, "In tern s hips: Don't leave Columbia
without one" for a reason . "Internships are the new entrylevel job," Eubanks said. " Employers are now looking for stu·
dents w ith internship experience."
Nadine Sterk, tel evision deportment internship coordinator, agrees and urges students
to keep in to uch wilh past intern employers because "that's
where the jobs will be."
Intern ships arc available to
Columbia studenlS of any major. However, each department
has ilS own requirements and
process for auaining one. Ron
Winerman, market1n11 cnmmu-

....----- -

nications internship coordinator, said majors in that department mu st complete cenain
classes before applyina for an
internship. Winerman noted
that in the past students had to
have a certain number of credits completed, but the change
has taken place to beuer prepare them for the work they will
be doing.
Winerman said the marketing communicatio n s depart·
ment gelS over 200 companies
each semester, ranging from
public r e lations firms to the
mayor's office, looking for interns.
Phyllis Johnson, represcnta·
tivc of the management depart·
mcnt, said her deportment has
a wide variety of inte rnships
available. Most importantly,
students shou ld "make so me
decisions as to what their goals
arc so that we can properly
place them," Johnson said. The
policy has always been to complete a certain number of credits before applying, said
Johnson, "but we have to make
sure they arc prepared . You
don't want to send a student
into a radio studio if they 've
never been in one."
Sterk says the television department has had a lot of s uccess with internships . She
c laims that Columbia's great
rrputntion is the reason the departme nt receives more intern-

- -----

------.
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ships than there are students to grams.
The co-dinx:ror of the Women'1
fill them . Sterk named DO Production•. Me Donalds T.V. and Business Development Center,
Hcdy
Ratner, was especially vocli
a number of cable stations as
aome of the companie• looking in describing lhe coalitions' foes.
Ratner was greeted wilh nods
for interns at Columbia.
Sterk said, " One of the neat- and affirmations as she spoke
est things about the internship against, " the ncandcrlhals in Conprogram is watching students gress, lhose who embrace race and
gain confidence." She said that gender bias and lheir panncn, the
students sometimes enter an in- riaht-wing broadcast tcrrorista," ternship feeling uns ure about an unsubtle reference to arch-contheir abilities. "By the end, a servative rodio commentator Rush
great transformation has taken Limbaugh.
Most of the conference speakers
place."
The art and design depart- focused on three points: a rebuttal
ment and the fiction writing de- of claims of reverse discrimination
partment share similar mcthod.s against white males in lhe name of
of determining if a student is affirmative action, recent studies
prepared to take on an intern- showing that women and minoriship. Both require that the stu- ties arc still suffering from the efdent go through a portfolio re- fects of discrimination, and another
view. Fiction writing represen- study showing lhat aff'umativc actative Donna Chappell said the tion programs have increased mireview is done "to make sure nority employment opportunities.
Of I 00 reverse-discrimination
students aren't in over their
heads" and because their per- suits filed between 1990 and 1994,
formances are a renection on only six were found to have merit
the college. Art and design de- by lhc U.S. DepL of Labor, Ladky
partment career advisor Tim said. She stressed lhat the common
Long commented that if it is de- idea lh:ll affirmative action leads to
termined that a student is not quotas is wrong.
quite ready, in s tructors will
"Goals and timetables arc not
make suggestions and invite the quotas. There arc no legal penalstudent back for the next re- ties if employers make good failh
efforts, but arc unable to meet the
view.
Chappell said that in the goals." she said.
Allhough women comprise 46
past, fiction writina students
had to hunt down their own in- percent of lhc work force, they only
ternships. In an effort to better hold nine percent of lhc cop manprepare students, the depart- agement positions at Fortune 2000
ment is gcuing more active in industrial and service furns, she
the search. Chappell said. " We said, lidding lhat in Chicago, fullare trying to cultivate the stu- time working women cam less than
dent. There is a big difference 66 percent of their male counter·
between s iuing in a classroom parts.
and writing in a professional
"We all sec a day when affmnativc action is no longer necessary,
environment."
but
lhat duy is not yet here." said
Chappell llOICd lhat it is not uncommon after graduation for an em· Cornelius Collins, lhe representaplayer to higher a student that has tive for th~ Chir:~go Urlxm League.
On the oth.:r hand , the pic ture
done internship worlc for them.

'Mimen-owaed-r~;;;

have flourilhcd IDler
action, increaiua 1n
pti'CCI'It from 199()1o 1994,8CII:I•·•
ing 10 infonnatloa 60111

Small B.IJl!~~A.~~--.·· ~~
IRS and the Ca.. Burea
Ladky lllllllliCd up .........
into the coliillon'l oft·~
motto, "Aff'11mlllive IIQioa Ia ....

It Ia ncccuary, and It worU."
Althouah 11101t of tbe ..,.._.
at least touched on thc8c poilu,
lhcre were a few other ~
themes. The largelt of thele foc-.1
on a bill put forward by Dliaail
Slale Senator Waller I>udyl:z.
Senate Bill 1184, if paued.
would force the repeal of all aftir.
mative action prop~~~~~ in lllialola.
according to Ratner. Coalitioll
mcmbcra roundly dcnoun<:ed 1111
bill, althouah some gave cn!dit ID
Dudycz for agreeing tD hold Jae..
ings on it instead of rusltiaa I&
through deliberation, u muda ol
the Republican-sponsored Jesjllation has been since their recentda:toral victories.
Illinois Swc Senator Marpnt
Smilh spoke out against such let·
islntive auaclts.
"I believe that the auacka oallf urnativc action ere not II1I8Cb oa
women and minorities. They
tacks on lhis nation as a whole,"
said Smilh.
Anolhcr was Gov. Jim Edpr'a
push to eliminate lhe fundiaa for
the Council on Women. 111iaois
NOW President Glenda Bailey·
Mershon called it a Mpoaaible
stealth move on affirmative action," pointing out that wbea
Gov. Pete Wilson of Califorllia
moved to repeal affmnative action in his state, he started ou&
wilh similar measures.
Other prominent coalition members incIudcd the AmericaD Civil
Liberties Union and Operatioa
PUSH.
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Get a leg up on your competition by attending:

Challenge tile future
Arts & Communication Career Fair
Friday, May 5
11 a.m.- 2 p.m.
3rd Floor, Wabash Building
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'Empfoytrs wiff 6t on campus intervinving Cofum6iG st&ufrnts for:

• Entry-level. profess1onnl positions
• Full-t1me Summer mtemsh1ps
• lnfom1nllonal tnh!rv1ews
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the Career Plannlnc & Placement Office, Sulte 300,
Wabuh, from April 19 throuch May 2 .
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''We are not there talking about
nuclear science," said teacher Lisa
Williams, who has a six-year-old
son and makes it a priority to show
up every weekend.
"It doesn't matter if we have four
kids or a hundred, I feel as though
I've helped someone, especially
those who return," said Williams.
CMW president and Columbia
faculty member Thorn Clark got
started in volunteer work while in
college, and continued as a volunteer even after he graduated.
"Community service can lead to
a Jot of other things," said Clark.
"Even to a career that really makes
a difference."
Betty Stem is a peer support
network assistant who helps families whose members have HIV. She
said there were not as many volunteer services in the past as there are
today. Services not only make com-

Temperance Townsend
Wboshels:
Interested in child education, Townsend, 22, teaches creative
writing at A. Philip Randolph Saturday School in Englewood "It
is not a regular school. It is a program that allows children and
their parents to participate in different activities. We teach creative
writing, drama, computers, Wu-shu. It is a pilot school that will
end May 16."
Recent undertaking:
Townsend participated in Columbia College's Conununity Service
Day as program coordinator for Randolph School. Her intention
was to change opinions about "bad" neighborhoods, such as
Englewood. Even through facing violence, teenage pregnancies, or
drugs, the residents can still produce positive elements. "I believe
that the inner-city children have not been looked upon as vital
elements for the future. With me coming from Englewood, it
shows that there are important people there. By important, I mean
hard-working, determined, positive."
Education:
She graduated from Columbia College in January. She was
undeclared, studying various disciplines such as journalism, radio,
liberal education, child development, psychology and sociology.
She is now an example for children of Englewood. "Everyday, the
neighborhood would see me going to college. They would support
me; they were proud of me."
Goals:
Townsend wants to devote herself to children and their education.
She intends to acquire a master's degree in child development.
Afterward, she plans to set up an Afrocentric daycare center in
Englewood.
Family:
Townsend grew up in a close knit family, comprised of her mother,
sister and grandmother, whose wisdom she appreciates. "They
make you think that you can do anything."
In her spare time:
I like writing songs, poems, reading, and watching C-SPAN.

ldeoJocy:
"People helped me, so I also want to give a helping hand"
By CoUete Borda

Slllf!Writer

Many people ask what benefits
arise from volunteer work. "Volunteer wort brings about an unparalleled feeling of power," said Mike
Russell, local president of
Randolph School. "It also offers
access to a networlc that you may
need later in life, a foothold on the
ladder of life."
In addition to the personal rewards, there are some tangible
items one can receive as a volunteer of an organization. Public Allies, which provides young people
with tools to become leaders, offers $14,880 for 44 weeks. It also
offers health care, child care and a
$4,725 education award when completing the program.
Groups like Chicago Cares,
whose mission is to meet social,
environmcmal and educational
needs by encouraging white-collar workers to interact with the
community, offer prizes through
· fundraisers. Collecting $250 in

pledges qualify one for a drawing to win a round trip to Europe
courtesy of American Airlines.
Also offered arc a deluxe trip to
the 1996 Olympic games to aTshirt, camera or a personal cassette player depending on the
amount of money raised.
Chicago Cares also provides
housing and social services in the
Chicago area for families affected
by IDV and AIDS. The group was
founded in 1985 by concerned citizens and has served more than 350
residents. The organization relies
on corporations and foundations for
two-thirds of its $1.5 million budget.
The fair opened doors and opportunities to students that have
services to offer. Instead of giving
money direc tl y to government
charities, one may feel the direct
impact of volunteering time and
effort to organizations like Chicago
House and Chicago Cares, where
people make the difference and rewards are unlimited.

Christians Find Support In
Our Daily Bread
Diane Bell

Correspondent
Before a mid-term or final exam,
many Columbia students have
something in common. They pray.
But for the students who attend Our
Daily Bread, a Christian support
and fellowship group for Columbia
students, the praying part is well
taken care of.
Our Daily Bread is an organization which provides students with
sound advice and help for getting
through the semester. Every week
students come together to share the
Word of God and how it has affected their Jives daily. Students
also participate in retreats, parties
and concerts.
The purpose of the organization is "to basically bring
Christians together and help
students get through the semester while keeping their faith,"
stated David Rey, president.

Rey, who is a freshman majoring in graphic design, was inspired
to name the group ur Daily Bread
while waiting for an elevator on
campus. Someone had written "We
Must Have Justice" on the wall next
to the elevator on campus, which
made Rey realize the significance
of this cry among Columbia College students. Our Daily Bread is
an appeal to the cry, which is echoed in the views expressed at Columbia through such meetings as
"Should Marijuana Be Made Legal?" held in the Residence Center
last month and such statements as
"We Must Have Justice" on the Co·
lumbia walls.
Our Daily Bread is a new organization which was formed at the
beginning of the fall semester. But
already it is affiliated with other
organizations such as the "Love
Enlightenment Gospel Choir,"
which meets on Wednesdays at 6
_p.m. on the second floor of the elev-

enth street campus. With the help
of this organization, President Rey
anticipates the presentations of
short skits and plays for Columbia
students. The plays will be written
by the vice president of Our Daily
Bread, Lazaro Oramos, who is a
theater major.
"Blessed are they who hunger
and thirst for justice, for they
shall be satisfied" (Matthew 5:6),
is the scripture which graces the
publicity posters for the orgaf)ization. Columbia students who
"hunger" for a Christian support
group find "satisfaction" in Our
Daily Bread.
Presently, only 10-15 students
regularly attend the meetings. The
group meets every Monday from
12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m. in Room 304
of the Wabash building. Although
most of the students who attend the
group meetings arc Catholic, vice
president Oramas claims that the
"group is open to all."

Need Extra Money?
Work Part-Time
while going to
School!
Earn $8-9/Hour
Classes and studying ~ a priority. That's why UPS. with our .
· flexible schedules. is the perfect pan-time job for a college
student. Not to mention $8-9/hour. UPS will take care of your
spending money. You can concentrate on the more important stuff.

Addison Area, Call:
Palatine Area, Call:
7 days a week, 24 hours
7 days a week, 24 h<:>urs
l-800-708-4UPS or visit 1-800-708-4UPSor visit
our location at I 00 S.
our location at 21 00 N.
Lombard Rd. Addison, D... Hicks Rd. Palatine, IL.
ShiflS stan at !0:30pm .t. 5:00pm.

Shifts stan at 3:30am & 5:00pm.

Benefits Include:
• Student Loans
• No Weekends
• Flexible Shifts
• Paid Vacations/Holidays
• Medical Benefits
• 3-5 Hours/day M-F

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS DELIVERS EDUCATION
Equal Opponunity Employer.
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17, "Bad <Jnmwrwo."
While Marquecia Jordln raised
some inta'esting points in her lc:tliCr
tq!lll'ding the "bad JllliiDDII'" ofblack
aJIUe, !lbe fJiled to ldcftss mmy of
the more ~ issues that face
IIIICII of Bilek ~ 'hnw:ullr, i&sues lblt llm9Cald cu111n1 assimilalion n1 deal dim:dy with llnguage's
pawa-to OOIDIDJIIicale etl"ectively.
'Jbe idea of eradicating Black Englilh is adanga-ous form oflinguislic
cbaJvini1m" 1bat ignora the filet 1blt
Black EngJisb, • Pdcr Fllb indicalcd
in his book 1Jm1Play, '1lls nothing to
do with the 1m110my of J'liCC <r with
cWcatiooa1 deprivalion." Fllb sugges15 1bat black English is most lilcely
1be resuh of African 1anguaga1, West
African pidgin, a planlation a-cole dovelopcd by the slaMs in the 90Uibem
United States, Standard American
EngJisb, and urbanization in the nor1hem gbcaos.
lfyou~Rundertheilqrcssionlbat
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myiiOUL 8ut tirlei80DS ofCOIDIIIII\llt,
IIAMpOitalion hlsslcss mobility in CYc:ryday life, I will talk to 411 in a t .
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I know. The higliway pa1rolman, who
~uponElvisPresley,migbtspalk

Black En81ish at home, becalle Bilek
Fnglishha!lin11umccdnotcmlyBlar.b
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Financial Aid Commentary
The long standing of deficit
reduction, and bow to achieve it,
must be addresse d within the
broader context of the country's
overall economic development
and the quality of life of Americans in general
It should be understood that
the reality of a budget deficit at
the national level is not the creation of a higher order of current
economic thought, but rather a
more or less historical constant,
dating back to the earliest postrevolutionary administrations.
The issue is, and always has been,
bow do you stop the deficit from
growing, and how do you efficiently and effectively reduce it?
Addressing these questions
within the sociaVeconomic context of a democracy, which operates within a capitalistic eco1nomic system, is a monumental
challenge for those engaged in
the effort to effectively and efficiently deal with the budget deficit Further, the process of open
and free debate amongst individuals elected to public office
concerning the nature, breadth
and depth of funding reductions
has led to the delineation of budget areas of preference in regards
to these reductions.

While the issue of budget reduction strategy crosses political
party lines, there are s igns of
uniformity within the membership of the House and Senate
based on political party in terms
of what funding areas are identified for reduction and/or restructuring.
Student financial aid is an
area, amongst other educational
and social service areas, to which
the Republican members of the
House of Representatives have
found cause to recommend funding cuts or program elimination.
Indeed, the FY 199 5 recession
bill passed the House on 3/ 17/95.
The bill eliminated approximately $319,221,000 from student
aid
funding
and
$1,683,532,000 from the general
Education Department budget.
Financial aid programs such as
the Student to Student Incentive
Grant and Javits and Harris
Graduate Fellowships were eliminated.
The Senate Appropriations
Committee on education may recommend cuts which will affect
the 1995-96 academic year, making it next to impossible for students for whom financial aid is
the difference between attending

and not attending college to plan
their finances with any degree of
certainty.
Additionally, 1996-97 educational funding is at risk, specifically, the in school interest subsidy for the Federal Subsidized
Stafford Loan Program is targeted for elimination, and substantial cuts to other financial aid
programs are planned. The Senate bill proposes $258,783,000 in
cuts to student aid programs; this
amount does not include the prOposed $5,000,000,000 in "savings" hoped to be realized over a
five year period from the elimination of the Stafford Loan loan
interest subsidy. The Senate is
considering cuts for the Department of Education which may
total $706,345,000, excluding
the cost savings from eliminating
the interest subsidy.
Comparatively speaking, the
Senate bill does not cut the number of immediate dollars from
student aid programs as does the
House bill, however, the long
range economic and social effects
of mwng a college education fi.
nancially unfeasible for a great
number of Americans cannot be
as easily quantified.
The upcoming Conference

meetings will provide the House
and Senate with time to reconcile
their bills, and produce a joint
recommendation.
Seneca, a Roman politician and
philosopher, was said to have commented, "to a ship without a rudder, any breeze is a foul wind." In
the context of this commentary, in
may be more practically put that
the tail should not wag the dog.
The issue of where we want our
society to go should not wag the
dog.
The issue of where we want our
society to go should not solely be
based upon economic analysis, nor
should deficit reduction be guided
simply by short term gain.
The long range surviVal of our
society depends upon the individual and his or-her ability to succeed in an increasingly competitive
world economy. What better investment strategy can there be for
our society than to trust in ill
people and their ability to learn,
prosper and grow. Education isi!D
investment with both economically
measurable returns and immeasurable social, aesthetic and human
value.

Johaou.. ·

Director of Fi/IQ/IciiJI Aid
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Over spring break, I researched an author for a repon
due the week we returned, and
I had to check out an issue of
Playboy on microfilm at the
Harold Washington library to
obtain aniclcs.
Everything you'd imagine
occurred. They keep them behind the counter, and the atten-·
dant was a young woman, as
was everybody I came into contact with during the excursion.
Being nervous and unknowing
that three whole issues were on
the microfilm (not to mention
the fact that Playboy prints a
lot of pages in a row without
page numbers) it took a while
to find what I needed.
And of course, although I sat
in a secluded section of the library, a woman sat right next
to me and everybody cam e
walking in my direction - usually as I stopped fast-forwarding to find a mostly naked
woman on my screen. And of
course, another attendant gave
me a hard time when I returned
the microfilm.
There was a lot of giggling,
but there was something lurking beneath the.smiles. There
was a revulsion, as if a scarlet
"P" (for perven) was emblazoned across my ches t. Why?
It's not socially acceptable to
have a male, heterosexual sex
drive.
Of course, to some extent,
it's not hip to be anything that
isn't a minority th ese days.
White, male, straight, middleclass. For the most part I have
no problem with it. Sure, affirmative action may harm my
job prospects as a white male
in some c apacity - but I see the
reasoning, and I applaud it.
Sure, I'll never cash in on the
"oh-so-hip" to be gay or bi (or
at least questionable sexually)
arti st trend.-but I'm all for putting a stop to a sexually neu rotic society.
But as a heterosexual male,
I'm sick of being fair game for
bashing.
Males, although most of us
get better as we mature, arc
extremely turned-on visually,
and (ladiea, I don't care what
your boyfriends tell you)
ninety percent of us use pornography and think graphically about sex. And that is
"wrong," in fact, "piggish."
Women need to know more
about men as people, as personalities. Of course. both of
the angles are determined
largely through n ature and
genetics. But you want to
guess which one is looked at
as some depraved choice on
the person's part?
Even when a woman
reaches the ugly stereotype materialism - it's often viewed
with compassion: "At least
she's doing it because nature
predisposes her to think of
providing for child rcn and
continuing generations - men
are after mome nts of vulgarIty."
Will maleness ever be
viewed with compass ion?
Will we ever get a scapegoat
term like "PMS" for periods
when our hormones a re out of
control? Will we ever get the
sympathetic crowds on daytime TV, or the m asses of different suppon groups?
Oh my god! Is that what
I'm encouraging here? I take
this whole column back!
Male bash all you want!
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During the 1992 presidential clec·
tion, over 90 petcent of Columbia College students polled favored Bill Clinton
over Ross Perot and George Bush. An
ovawhelming majority of students supported Clinton because they thought he
was the man who would reduce the national debt and balance the budge~ I'm
sure you remember the DcmocraiS' rallying cry: "It's the economy, stupid."
But the economy docsn'tmattcr anymore, stupid. At least that's what I'm
hearing from campus liberals who are
fighting Republican efforts to reduce the
1996 budget deficit. something Clinton
promised -- and failed-- to do. Check it
ou~ Under the Clin!On budget, the deficit would swell from $192.5 billion in
199510$196.7 billion in 1996, and then
fluctuatebetwccn$194 billion and$213
billion over the next four years.
House Republicans have proposed
eliminating the in-school interest subsidy
on student loans as a way 10 trim the
budget by $12.4 billion over five years.
But Republicans aren't the only ones
was dedicated to him in most me- recycling bandwagon through who think this is a good idea. Clinton's
Bob Chiarito
cover songs. First Guns 'N Roses Office of Management and Budget diCopy Editor
dia outlets.
But that's usually the attitude to· committed sacrilege by thrashing rec!Or, Alice Rivlin, included the plan in
For those of you who were too wards rap music from the big three. The Rolling Stones' song "S ympa- a list of recommendations 10 reduce the
drunk to notice, the first anniver- David Geffen, founder of Geffen thy For The Devil." Then MTV deficit, calling it "an opportunity 10 resary of Kurt Cobain 's suicide came Records, has even been quoted as darlings Stone Temple Pilots did alizesavings."
Now the liberals are trying 10 missaying that Geffen Records will not the same with Led Zeppelin's
and went over spring break.
And, as was the case since his sign rap groups because they are "Dancing Days." To make it even leadnaiveeollegestudcntsbysayingReworse
and
to
confirm
that
they
publicans
are going !Ovirtually eliminate
death, Cobain was not remembered
sold-out, Robert Plant and Jimmy every form of financial aid. Members
as a heroin-addicted loser who
Page endorsed the theft.
of the Columbia chapter of the Alliance
wasted his talent, which he was,
It seems everywhere we turn , toSaveStudcntAid (ASSA)claimed!O
but as an icon. Don't tell me that
cover songs were being played. have gathered more than 1,000 signaas educated college students you
Even Spin magazine's Artist of the tures for a petition that was sent to Condidn't know Cobain is our
Year, Smashing Pumpkins, re- gressinMarch.
generation's model?
leased a collection of B-sides that
But not everybody was so willing 10
Yes, that's what the music inwould have stayed on the record- sign, and some ASSA members appardustry would like us to believe.
ing studio floor of any other self- ently resorted to scare tactics. Cazz
Focusing on Cobain, just like sterespecting band.
Smith, one of three chairmen of the
reotyping us as Generation X-ers,
When you really think about it, ASSAColumbiachapter, isoneofthcsc
is an easy way for the music industry to lump us together and degrading to women and homo- making money in the music busi- fcarmongers. Smith, the Chronicle remake mon ey exploiting these sexuals. Yet Geffen Records signed ness is not as difficult as it seems. ported, !Old students unwilling to sign
Guns 'N Roses, the band that re- For all of you who are sick and tired the petition that the Republican plan
myths.
The music industry -- yes, the peatedly uses derogatory descrip- of being fed garbage disguised as would hurt their children. "[Y]ou may
multi-billion dollar machine con- tions for blacks, homosexuals, and music, there is one key variable in notbeableto provideforyourkidswhat
trolled by Time Warner, Geffen, immigrants.
all this. Without the legions of your parents have [provided] for you,"
The most recent and disturbing mindless fans, none of the powers Smith said.
and Sony, otherwise known as the
"big three," the tyrants who own crime perpetrated by the music in- that be that I'm focusing on could
What Smith and other ASSA memvirtually every major record label. dustry is the re-packaging of di- exist.
bers have failed 10 tell you is that access
These arc the fools, along with luted old-timers and the no-holdsIf you are as frustrated. as me to student loans will in no way be limthe many media outlets they own barred marketing of them. The over the state of mus1c these days, itcd The only difference between the
or control, who turned Cobain, who Eagles, Pink Aoyd, Tom Jones, and there is one a!_temativc and it's n?t wa; things are now and the way they
did have some talent, into a God. Barry White all came out with new Q-10 I. Just Sit d?wn and relax 10 would be under the Republican proposal
And after rapper Erik Wright (oth- albums over the past year, all of your favonte recliner, put your feet i~ that interest on student loans would
erwise known as Eazy-E) died, which were efforts they would have up, and read a book .. And only begin to accrue while students arc still
nothing more than a 20-second been ashamed of in their heyday.
w~ head-~hones to help keep an- i~ school. Interest is currently deferred
Younger artists jumped on the noymg muSIC out of your head. . ~ntil.Jter utudcnt ifllduates or leaves
sound byte or a small paragraph
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - school. In addition-- and con1rary 10
claims made by the ASSA -- Pell Grants
would still be available and work-study
• •
programs would remain intact.
"Life is very, very subjective, and
"If this is not a crime for
"The idea that Marlon is 70
Several students say they won't be
when you run in!O pictures like this
which capital punishment is
years old is, I think, a lie. I think able 10 afford a college education under
you 'II hear from people."
the Republican plan. But students who
called, I don't know what is."
he's about 20, I really do. He's a
child but a brilliant child."
borrow the maximum financial aid al-Eric Ober, CBS News
-President Clinton on the
lowed would pay only $45 a month, or
president on the images of the
bombing in Oklahoma City.
·Johnny Depp on working
$1.50 a day, more than they would unaftermath in Oklahoma City.
with Marlon Brando.
der the current system, according to
Howard "Buck" McKeon (R-Calif.),
chairman of the House Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education. Students
would still not have to start paying off
their loans until six months after they
graduate or leave school.
Anyone who would forego college
because of this modest increase probably isn 'tas committed 10 education as
he or she thinks and probably shouldn't
be in college in the fust place. That may
seem harsh, but the reality is that a college graduate will earn an annual income
$14,000 above that of the average high
school graduate. If that's not incentive,
I don't know what is.
What the Republicans propose is that
those who benefit should foot the bill
instead of dumping on every taxpayer.
It's simply a mauer of fairness. Republicans argue that the 75 petcent of the
population who don't go to college
should not have to subsidize the 25 percent who do. Sounds fair 10 me.
Next week, l'lli,Cll you what you can
do if you're still worried about how to
pay for children's education.
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A
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"When you really
think about it,
making money in
the music business is not as difficult as it seems"

I

Overheard.

M~~Mw~BeyondS~~
By L. Abu-5halback Sturgess

Staff Writer

J!y Sandra K.Taylor

Correspondent

The second annual Fashion
Columbia exhibition exhibits
eclectic and artful student-designed clothing, accessories, and
homewares, bringing together
nontraditional fashion items such
as computer graphics, phocography, painting and sculpture.
Chicago designer Mark
Heister was the honored guest at
the opening reception. Hesiter,
the recipient of this year's Designer
of
Excellence
Award,excmplifies the interdisciplinary nature of Fashion Columbia. He is said to have the eye of
an architect and the hand ,of a
sculptor, which he uses to design
unmistakably modem clothes that
glorify the female form.
The Columbia College Fashion Association (CCFA), a student group made up of both fashion design and management majors, conceptualized and organized Fashion Columbia.
CCFA members includes Sarah
Nina Koulogeorge,
Elizabeth
Chris-

topher Edwardo Taylor, Nicole
Vacca, and Melissa Wendel. The
Fashion Columbia Committee
members includes Christiane
Baylor, Paul Lopacinski, Laura
Smith, Jared Weinstein, Donna
Pajerski, Sigal Hevers-Matthews,
and Natalie Ruffalo.
The students receive help and
advice from Columbia's Fashion
Advisory Board, which consists of
faculty and prominent members of
the media, business and fashion
communities, including Nena Ivon,
Sales Fifth Avenue fashion director; Susan Glick, Apparel Center
fashion director; Susanne Johnson,
Susanne Johnson Talent Agency
president; Sandy Kagan, Skyline/
urner fashion editor; and Amy
Meadows, Marshall Field visual
merchandising director.
Additional support to Fashion
Columbia came from Chicagobased husband and wife team Hino
and Malee. This year's Fashion Columbia exhibits offbeat signs of
spring by some of the finest talent
at our instititution and is in itself a
breath of fresh air.
Fashion Columbia will run
through April 28 in the Hokin An-

What do yow call a black tie
salesman? A tie-coon.
What's the object of a Jewish
football game7 To get the qllQTter
back.

No one was safe from the sian- ceolric dlaciJI&" ol minstrel
den pn:aented in tho sbow. 1bero All upccll eX dlolhow --~f'PIIf
were WASP jokes. sexist jokes, py mlnlmlzc and dcmcln," but
jokes and slurs on every type of 111o Idea tho 111ow ia 10 bring
ethnicity imaginable. I think this Idea 10 tho forefront so people
all-encompassing racist progres- confront their own views.
sion helped me to the point that
Twice during the show, Byrr
when it was my ethnic group's turn asked people 10 contribute racis
to be "slammed," I laughed.
jokes. The amount of audicnoe
ticipation was surprising. Durin1
the Q &. A, one woman said she
very offended by it.
Byrd again had to remind the au.

or

Offended or disturbed? Then
The Minstrel Show may not be for
you.
The show, performed by the
Donald Byrd Group, contains acts
with controversial names such as
the Tambourine/KKK Ballet, and
features dancers in blackface. Female dancers wear black leotards
with wire bras containing brightly
colored tennis balls over them.
Male dancers sing and dance to
their mammy in drag. This is obviously not your average performance, and has resulted in quite a
bit of controversy.
According to Byrd, who stayed
for a question and answer session
after the show, the whole point of
the show is to bring society's -isms
to the forefront, where they can be
challenged.
"Challenging good notions
about humanity malces people uncomfortable. We are opening a door
and looking at some pl~~Ce that's really horrible. People need to face
the issues," he said.
ODe
These issues are faced through the many challengesMimtrel
a series of overt racial slurs, joicetelling, and dancing with covert in- Show offen its audience.
formation and subliminal messages
The one-man performance of
in style.
"Hot Time" containing the words
Admiuedly,l was uncomfortable "dandy coons" was chilling, and
about reviewing such a sensitive haunted me long after the perforgenre. If you don't lilce it, are you mance. (The song was performed
closed-minded and not giving it a at the beginning and the end of the
chance as an art form? If you do show.)
lilce it, are you racist?
I was absolutely mesmerized by
Here's my own highly personal the dancing, which was done in a
talce on the matter.
loose-limbed style based on the "ec-

~nceofthepurposeofthe~

''That's what minstrel shows

Not about our telling you so
but also 10 show you where you llv•
and what's around all the tim
These people arc telling thesejoke:
because that's what they've heard.'
Byrd did say that even he
not immune to being disturbed b!·
audience reaction. During one perr
formance he had been horrified
hear deep belly laughs coming
tho audience.
He also talked about tho ditrJCull
ties tho dancers had with the sensi•
tive nature of tho show. He sai<
tho group started out talking abou
racial issues and what they believet
Initially, some of the dancers wen
only comfortable with the idea OJ
telling jokes pertaining to their owr
ethnic group. One dancer becam
very upset when she put the black,
face malce-up qn for the fii'St time•
It does distwb me somewhat
say that I thought the end result wa
an excellent, evocative perfor'
mance.
Byrd convinced the audienc<
that it was okay to have enjoyed th<
performance that contained genu.
inely "funny moments interwover
with the serious."
The social issues were not th
only ·purpo~e of the show. "I do
want to provide an entertainmen·
value," he said.

Farinelli's Sad Adventure In
A Life Not Chosen
By Mariano Torrespico

Staff Writer

llllb wean futuristic synthetic transparent viDyl
and feather bou by Columbia freshman ApatiD
IG,ae,rar:L Guevara's work Ia featared ID the HokiD u part or
ColumblaemJbltion.
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Farinelli: Le Castrato
(Farinelli: The Castrated), 1994,
llO minutes, is the filmic telling
of the career of Carlo Broschi
(1705-1782), the most famous of
castrati, and, it appears, the most
astute. As an opera singer he
achieved artistic distinction and
fabulous commercial success in a
time when artists were honored but
not respected.
A castrate is a male singer with
an artificially created soprano or
altosoprano voice. Boyhood castration results in the larynx of a youth
served by the lungs and chest of a
man. The resultinJ powerful voice
is capable of ach1eving and bold·
ing a very wide range of t1otes and
produces a unique and beautiful
sound. Castrati were especially
popular in the choirs of tho Roman
Catholic Church and in opera. The
11th and 18th centuries in Europe
were the heyday ofopera seria (se·
rious opera) composed specifically
for their voices.
The times and temper of the man
known as Farinelli (Stefano
Dionisio) arc realistically depicted
in a lively and bawdy cinematic
style. Lilce many artists, he was of
humble origin with expectations 10
match. His brother Riccardo is a
talented but unsuccessful composer
who tacitly agrees with his father
to malce Carlo their meal ticket out
of obscurity and the petit bourgeoisie. Farinelli 's life as a singer of
opera stria was certainly exciting,
profitable, sensual, and fun. Yet, he
was always aware that transitory
fame was too cheap a price to pay

for the permanence lost.
Despite the erotic adventures
~yed, the story's sad undertone
1mpels attention to the essential
niceness of the character and personality that, in the end, made
Farinelli unsuited for the perpetual
party that is the superstar's life.
Sandwiched among the merriment
is enough illustrative drama show
ing the aforementioned developments of his sadness and subse·
quent astuteness.

"Despite the
erotic adventures
portrayed, the
story's sad undertone impels attention to the essential niceness of
the character •• ·. "
Unlike most of his kind,
Farinelli saw beyond the bloom of
a narcissistic youth sU!licaiiY prolonged. Hence, he reured at the
height of his artistic powers, leaving his aficionados with nothing but
the best of memories. The early retirement devastates Riccardos professional life. Without his brother
he is merely another talented composer; one of many who cluuered
the royal courts of Europe. F"'nch
director Gerard Corbiau tells tho
story elliptically. He begins and
ends with several plot strands wind-

ing around each other. He shows
us, through impressionistic interi·
ors and naturalistic settings, the intensely sensuous but short life of
fame. The 18th century version of
the high life differs little from tho
dreams of fame and fortune which
still afflict the oppressed classes.
The cinematography captures
urtstylized performances and composes a balanced picture that avoids
tho caricature and commercialism
extremes of AmadellS (1984) and
Immortal Beloved (1994).
As the protagonist reflects, we
learn of the manners and sexual
mores of a yOIDig capitalist socielf·
In this place, we see a father samflee his son 10 tho ~ glory cl
Art and tho Oturcb s silver. A bOy
is co-opiCd iniO propelling a ca'eCI'
1IOl his own. In tho end, usucb bit.
tersweet s!Oriea ao. thinp ran rnso
place and pcnpective lliid tho hero
riiCI 10 the conlrol of his life.
Retiring, taking a wife, and
private royal employment,
Farinelli attempted a "normal"
life as be undentood iL In 1737,
after achieving fame in all of
Europe's opera halls and its
couru, he retired to tho Spanish
Court as the official sinjler to
King Phillip V. As such, hts sole
duty was to help relieve the
sovereign's depression. He would
sing the same four songs every
night for an astronomical fee.
In 1759 he retired from his
early retirement to the royal court
of Spain to a castle in Bologna,
Italy. All the while his enemies,
including William Frederick
Handel, the official composer to
the king of England, gnashed
their teeth at his having laughed
Jut and •• of course •• beat.
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Kiss Of Death Leaves ~·
BloodWedt:lings
Script
APR 26 1995 !)
-

~;~:t:recentttendof

Dry and Draining

mindless movies such as Tommy
Boy, Dumb And Dumber, and Jury
DuJy, Hollywood once again ventureS into the genre, this time using big-name actors to market a socalled crime thriller, Kiss OfDeath.
Directed by Barbel Schroeder,
Kiss OfDeath is nothing more than
a 101-minuteepisodcofMiami Wee
or other similar over-glossed television shows.
Schroeder wastes no time getting to the crux of the story as we
are introduced to ex-car thief
Jimmy Kilmartin (David Caruso).
We learn Kilmartin is now clean
and has a loving wife (Helen Hunt)
and a baby daughter, although it is
not enough to stop him from pulling off one last caper to help his
tough -guy wanna-be cousin
Ronnie (Michael Rapaport).
The problem, right fro m the
start, is that the story can only lead
in one direction. We know
Kilmartin will be busted. What no
one could predict is how everything
snowballs over the three-year period that Kilmartin is imprisoned Nicolas Cage (left) and David Caruso star in the newly
and the period after his release, releasedaction/dramaKissofDeath.
when he works as a government
informant --or, as they would say character righteous in order to stay weaves absurd ideas with gross ripin line with his good-guy image offs of other movies. For instance,
in his neighborhood, as a rat
a scene with Cage confronting an
Kilmartin's wife is killed while from television's NYPD Blue.
Another fallacy Schroeder tries obnoxious patron at a strip club is
he is in prison; the wife's role is
nothing more than a low-key cameo to sweep under the rug is the be- almost taken word for word from
from Helen Hunt After Kilmartin havior of thug Little Junior (Nicolas the coffee-shop scene in Reservoir
is released, he is wrongly accused Cage). At times Cage is a stone- Dogs. Other times, Schroeder and
by Calvin, a policeman from the cold killer, but at other times he is Price attempt Tarantino-esque diaDistrict Attorney's office, of shoot- down to earth and annoyingly over- logue, only to fail because of the
ing him during the aborted crime sentimental, as well as displaying outrageous stupidity of it all.
underlying homosexual tendencies.
It is a shame that talented ache was arrested for.
Yet, Kiss of Death's main prob- tors were wasted on such a weak
As the movie continues to unfold, Calvin and Kilmartin become lem is not the acting, which is above script. Movies like Pulp Fiction
allies. Schroeder and screenwriter average in most cases. The prob- and Thief are what Kiss Of Death
strives to be, but after watching
Richard Price must really think lem is the script.
Price doesn 't know if he wants it viewers arc left with a bitter
movie audiences are mindless by
trying to make this absurd alliance to stick to the original 1947 ver- taste in their mouths, no doubt as
believable. It seems as if they felt sion or make a 90s crime thriller. a result of being force-fed cinthey had to make Caruso's low-life Instead of compromising, he ematic garbage . .
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By L. Abu-Shalback Sturgess

Staff Writer

It may be important to look at
Federico Garcia Lorca's historical
background before attending the
Columbia College Theater/ Music
Center's rendition of his play,
"Blood Wedding."
Loren was one of Spain's leading writers during a military uprising that plunged Spain into Civil
War in the 1930s. The outspoken
liberal was forced to flee his family
farmhouse on the outskirts of
Grenada, aritl later was hunted
down by fascist troops and fatally
shot.
A historical perspective is necessary to understand Lorca's obsession with fatalism because it is conveyed throughout the play to the
point of hitting viewers over the
head with it. This can cause some
restless moments in the theater if
unprepared.
The play is set in 1930s rural
Spain and centers around a woman
(Nina Wich) whose husband and
son have been killed by members
of a neighboring fa mily. The
woman later reluctantly consents
for her remaining son (Paul Garcia)
to marry a rather moody bride
(Isabel Pashinian). This bride-tobe was at one time involved with
Leonardo, a descendant of the family that killed the bridegroom's
brother and father. Leonardo is also
the only character named in the
program, perhaps to suggest that
this could be any family of that era.
Without ruining the ending for
anyone, leL's just say the wedding
ends in tragedy, hence the name of
the play, but it seems to take forever to get to that point. This is
not due to lack of effort on the pan
of the actors but because of lengthy
diatribes between characters. Particularly annoying were exchanges
between "the moon"(Vlatka
Horvat)
and
a
"beggar

woman"(Mary Elizabeth Byrnes.)
Again, this was annoying through
no fault of the actors, but for the
unnecessary symbolism. This time
could have been beuer served by exploring the characters' emotions directly. Additionally, tragic chants
and Aamenco music interspersed
throughout the play, also seemed
like unnecessary symbolism of life
and death.
Actors did what they could with
the material, although at dramatic
moments in the play, it seemed that
the audience should have been
made to feel more. Leonardo and
his wife (Jay Nazario and Jossara
Jinaro) were particularly convincing as the couple that never should
have gouen married. The Bride
(Isabel Pashinian) also did a good
job of conveying the woman in distress.
In my opinion, the characters
that helped to move the play along
and gave the best sense of the era
were the smaller characters, such
as the various wedding guests and
the "neighbors," (Mimi Boayue and
Melissa Gomez). Mary Elizabeth
Byrnes also did a fine job as the
"beggar woman," although at times
this part seemed out of place.
The director's notes in the program say that the play was chosen
"for the challenge it presents to designers and actors in the fusion of
style and scale of emotional expression in spite of their diversity. The
characters all share the same preoccupations: overwhelming passions, frustration, the passing of
time and finally death."
While this may be true, as a
viewer these preoccupations don't
seem adequately conveyed and the
attempts may all seem overwhelming. A betler reason to attend the
play may be to gain a feel for Spanish culture in the 1930s. However,
if a viewer approaches the play COI'Istructively, then the preoccupation
of dea!h is one they can live with.
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Schedule of Events
African Americans and AIDS
Monday, May l, 1995
2:00 - 4:30p.m. -- Hokin Hall
Coordinator: Sheila Baldwin
Living with AIDS: Education, Research 8 Treatment
Tuesday, May 2, 1995
10:00 a.m. - 12 noon -- Hokin Hall
Coordinator: Zafra Lerman
Latinos and AIDS
Thursday, May· 4, 1995
10:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. -- Hokin Hall
Coodinators: Helen Ladron de Guevara 8 Madeline Roman-Vargas

!1aterials on display in Wabash, !1ichigan 8 Torco Bu1ldings
5ponsored by 5tudent L1fe 8 Development

199~
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Classified

I

Help Wanted

J

bel lc llaten!ng oldlla, 12-15 hours per
week. 11ue was• + bonu. potential. ean
Jay Ill (312) 341-1400 ext. 142 Amenaon
~ RnandaliA<Moan Inc.

Employment Wanted

'lmJ!PHONE SAU!S. Looking for enthuolutlc. mol!vaiA!d and prof-lonal
b>dMduala to oelJ ad •pace foe recrult..-1 advertising agency. Ff 9am-Spm.
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CQr~~.~i~ ~bUeqe Residence Center
st.ay, where ·ttte action lsi Just minutes from the main
buildings, you'll stay in completely furn ished lofts, Z or 3
bedrooms available, with full kitchen , including dishwasher
and air-conditioning. Residents must be Columbia College
Students taking at least 3 SUnJ_mer credits_ A . $300
refundable damage dep_os_it is required_
<;;rAY por:i_;

Goodotarting oalary+ex>mmiaoion. For
Interview apply In person or call (312)

SITilNG JOBS. The American Registry
for Sltteno Ia looking for caring and lovIng Nannieo foe full and part time work.
All applicants must have three working
references. For Interview please call (312)
248-8100.
.

SMI1H BARNEY BROKERS.AouOClOIIIful candidate will be a highly motivated
Individual pooseoslng strong commwllcatlon lidlls and self-confidence. Reoponolbllitleo Include: monitoring fixed Income/equity trades, branch operations
and client prospecting. Interested Individuals ahould ex>ntact Craig Benson at
(312) 648-3429.

(.: r. •

· '-~:-;/:)'fflq~~,'\for(..f~e Summer!

357-0150. 155 N. Wacker Dr. Ste. 712
Downtown Chicago.

CRUISE JOBS. Students needed! Earn
up to $2,000+ month working fo r
cruloe ohlps or land-tour companies.
World travel (Ha wall, Mexico, the
Carrlbean etc.)..Seasonal and full-employment available. No exp. neceoaary. For more Information call: Cruise
Employment Servlceo 1-8()().634-0468
ext. C57132.

·-

11

G
ATTENTION STUDENTS! Free money
Is currently available for college students
nationwide. Over S6 billion in aid Is now

available from private sector grants and
scholarships. Ali students are eligible to
receive some sort of aid regardi09S of
grades, income, or parents income. Let
uo help you. For more Information call:
Student Financial Services 1-8()().2636495 ext. F57131.
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For best selection, respond ·bv, May,1,< 1995_ Move tn dates wt/1
be assigned between Tuesday, June 6 and Sunday June 11, 1995_

INCARCERATED MAN SEEKS PEN
PALS. Interested In a variety of s ubjects.
Please send photo. ~te to: Darryl Watts
90A52/44, P.O. Box 2500, Marcy, NY
13403

ATTENTION J-STUDENTS
A p p ! J a o - r~-

ADVERTISE IN

10

$145 per;,'We~~:;/'1;17(: $145 .pe·r week
$1 ,450 + 306;~:$1 ;;7;~0 :;;$1,74Cf+ 300 = $2,040
'
/#:.~-;/ ; 1 '1· il: ,·.. · , '
Contracts for room assignnt~.iJ~~/a·r ~ ~~~~ ~vit!l,a~f~ -~~ the ·
Residence Center: 731 s_Ply,{(.f6tK#ct_, Ghlcago,·lllu1otS 60605
(31zf3~if-1~zt' ~- · ·

$145 per week
$870 + 300 = $1170

1-5-l-" ~- F b - - ~larshJp •

..., - a v a i l a b l e I

STOP BY~ .1-Dli:PAR.~NT FOR. AN APPLICATION.

............-..c ... J uu x - .......... M ..
a._.. .................. h ....p.A:_ ......,......_....,_
........ __.,_..........sa.._ ... __._..••~.

..........._C'.._......._.~~~

.......... _... ............. _ ,
~

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS

OWN.
MAC.
ASAP.

~y

:19,:1995
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Yours and yours alone.

Macintosh Perfonna• 636 w/CD
8MB RAMI250.11B lxmJ tiriw, CD-1/0.11 tiriw,
.leyboan( mouse andail the
softwareyou're lib!Jy /() need

I~.. color display,

PowerBoo~ 520c w/Modem
l2fB I/MI/320.118 lxmJtJriw and modem.

The awesome computer with all the bells and whistles.

We mean like yesterday.

Color StyleWriter4 2400
1M ~and cable included

RIGHT NOW FROM APPLE CAMPUS DIRECT

~ a student is hard. So we've made buying a Macintoslf east-So east. in fact, that the
pO::es on Macintnlh pt=na1 computers are now even k1w-er than their already k1.v student pri::es.

Macintosh Perlonna• 6115 w/CD
8MB RMII350MB lxmJ drive. CD·IIOM
tiriw, 15" color display, .leyboan( ,.,.,.
and ail tho softwareyou're liMiy lo need

Vnfortunalely, tl.!ywon' stay this k1.v forever. So )'Oil need to f~ aboot hcMt hard )OOr life is for a
minute arxl start thinking aboot hcMt east ~will be with a MacinloSh. The rompuler that gives )'Oil the power any student can use. The power to be )OOr best:

Th order direct from Apple or to learn more about Apple products
at special student prices, calll-800-877-4433 ext. 719.
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THE Crossword
ACROSS

..

I'"

1 Slurnlllo

sc.-

-

10 Kindolsehool
14 Cos1.1IS ··enzy~ogs··

1..

....
··-ge ,. .. _
H•

I'"

1e V ex

17 Stale~
1e BleSSings
19 F-sWO<d

Tuesdoy. April 25
The Rude Hum ans. A lunchtime acoustic-rock performance featuring the former Sugarcubes drummer.

llokin Gallery, 623 S. Wabash Ave., 1:00 p .m.

20 Models of

22 Monartloatd
2e Rule
29

Por F..so Soy Maestro (fhat's Why I'm a Teacher) -- It Is My Duty To Be Critical. A speech by Dr.
Felix M. Padilla, Massachusetts Northeastern University sociology professor. Dr. Padilla will speak
about how minority professors have crucial roles as educators and role models for Latino and other
minorities. Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan Ave., 2:00p.m.

ThursdaY. April 27

33 War god

Jo< Entrancu
37 ONy

38 Wcwd of respect
39 Siner herb
40 Bad: pref.
41
101 • pa;,tinv
43 Of infenor value
4S Gt'eat review
46 Enter wrthout

sa

payong

The Arts In Our Natlonffhe Arts In Our Lives. A speech by Dr. Robert Coles, Pulitzer Prize-winning
Harvard Professor of Psychiatry and Medical Humanities. Sponsored by Columbia's John D. and Catherine
T. MacArthur foundation. The Theater of the Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E. Washington St., 1: 00 p.m.
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48 RoquWOCI

SO AtQUdiatts
S3 Mtttiul foot

12Gtn. R -rt-

S6 Mtdday

21 Long r;sn

13 R.nd

ANSWERS

23 Branch

The Arts & Arts Management - The Real Deal: An Indepth Discussion With Movers and Shakers or
the Art and Entertainment & Media Industries. First annual seminar sponsored by the Organization
of African-American Gmduate Students. Panelists will include music producer Steve " Silk" Hurley and
WGCI P.M. Director E lroy Smith and Talent Manager Kevin Shine. Hokin Hall, 623 S. Wabash Ave.,

63 Cena•n poems

1 :00p.m.

69 Fac•l•tate

! s
$ 1 0
1 w I ! II
28 Poem part
s1
30 Want1erer
0 1 0 1 1
31 Penon 1n
bondoge
y H
1 "
32 Snl!lgled
1 'w
35 Ma•ne c1ty
1 1 0 s
38 .. _ ToWn"
1 s N 1
42 Made of soli
S H
43 WithOut a victory
u Sang .Jher
1 1 s
s'
applause
l 1 d 1
45 Make ~vabfe
l 1 I H
aga•n
d 1 H d
47 Coot opener

&.c Loar.ng

Writers' C11reer Night. Fiction writing department graduates will talk about how they've used skills
developed in fiction writing c lasses to gain employment and/or advance on a variety of jobs. Hokin

Student Center, 7:00p.m.

25 Wear..s
26 Strugqlts fat

' 1
1 I

bttatl'l
27 ConstellatiOn

65 lnebf•ate

66 Rea.•
67 AcM
68 Fast horse
OOWN
1 Snare
2 - Rodge

(racehorse)
3 Cake decorator

"Hc>tKjay

Mnrgnret Jenkins Da nce Co. performance. Presented by The Dance Center of Columbia College. In
the main waiting room of Union Station, 210 S. Canal St., 6:00p.m.
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60 Atnuent
61 Wttchot-

An Even ing With Janusz Kaminski . The Academy Award-winning director of photogmphy (Schindler's
List) and Columbia College alum will speak about his career in cinematography. Fine Arts Theater, 410
S. Michigan Ave., 6- 8:30p.m.
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24 Farnoly,.,.._s

Wednesday. April 26

:u
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spectacles

5 Ecno

6 In a hne w1lh
7 Certa•n student
8 S tup we1ght

9 Procodures
10 Irons
1 1 ft· HS

~ 1 01 ~~ · ·~H-~
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"no

l "
N
1 S I
1 n
S I 0
I
! H
$
l
S N 0
A 0 H
s l I

49 PoetiC lime
51 Excessive
52 Hangman's knot SS 2S1

A !
N 1 H
N I
1
1
1
I
0 0
s 1
N I 1 "
9
'0
N 0 9 y H
H 1
1 1
'l
Y H
d I
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I
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N S

4
I
I y

0

'4
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I H
Hl

591t. l•mtly

53 Slow leak

57 8r•incn1ld

54 Verdi herotno

62 " Beheve 11

58 Army meal

Of'-··

Fridoy. A prj! 28
Columbill College Student VIdeo and Film J<'estivnl. A screening party featuring Columbia's best student films of all levels. Awards will be presented by Academy Award-Winning cinematographer Janusz
Kuminskl, screenwriters Mark Pro and Jim Muluy, and film editor Joe Robig. Getz Theater, 72 E. 1lth

St. Screening party from 4:00- 6 :00p.m.; awards ceremony from 6:00- 6:30p.m.
Margaret J enkins Dance Co. peforma nce. See Thursday, April 27.

Saturday. April 29
The Script and Getting It Read. A talk with screenwriters Mark Pro and Jim Mulay, Columbia College
Alumni. Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan Ave.. noon-3:00 p.m.

Sunday. April 30
Performance Art by David Barker. An evening of vignettes combining acting, mime, clowning, video,
sto rytelling, and contemporary and classical music. Sponsored by the interdisciplinary arts department of
Columbia College. Link's flail, 3435 N. Sheffield, 7:00p.m.
All events are free and open to all Columbia students unless stated otherwise.
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FACE VALUE
By Laura Stm.'cJ.ier

way! Sex is too much
fun. People have become
so conditioned to thinking
that if you have too much
sex you' re a slut or loose,
but if you're careful and
enjoy it for what it is,
there's nothing wrong
il

Do you believe in abstaining from sexual intercourse until vou're
married?
•

Jabstainin'g from sex. For
thing, it feels great
also a great way to
fcomnlunicalle to your
without using
But it has to be
Jsoimellhinlg you both agree
And when you do, do
with your hat on.

Sealor
No, because lnlditioo can
only get you so far in this
day and qe. From a

Senior
I wish I could abstain
all the sexually
transmitted diseases
around, especially AIDS.
But I can't because I love
sex!

',,,,

moral penpectivc I c:ou1d
say yes but thll would be
like swi1111Dina ~.
IIIKf ifl am tbe oaJy filii,
that can ooly be 10 fun.

.
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